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Abstract: The enormous growth of services and data transmitted over the internet, the bloodstream
of modern civilization, has caused a remarkable increase in cyber attack threats. This fact has forced
the development of methods of preventing attacks. Among them, an important and constantly
growing role is that of machine learning (ML) approaches. Convolutional neural networks (CNN)
belong to the hottest ML techniques that have gained popularity, thanks to the rapid growth of
computing power available. Thus, it is no wonder that these techniques have started to also be
applied in the network traffic classification domain. This has resulted in a constant increase in the
number of scientific papers describing various approaches to CNN-based traffic analysis. This paper
is a survey of them, prepared with particular emphasis on a crucial but often disregarded aspect
of this topic—the data transformation schemes. Their importance is a consequence of the fact that
network traffic data and machine learning data have totally different structures. The former is a
time series of values—consecutive bytes of the datastream. The latter, in turn, are one-, two- or
even three-dimensional data samples of fixed lengths/sizes. In this paper, we introduce a taxonomy
of data transformation schemes. Next, we use this categorization to describe various CNN-based
analytical approaches found in the literature.

Keywords: network traffic analysis; convolutional neural networks; machine learning; network
traffic images; visualization of traffic

1. Introduction
1.1. Deep-Learning Approach to Network Traffic Analysis

The rapid growth of computer networks over the last decades [1] has entailed a larger
amount of cyber-attacks. In order to minimize the losses, many security methods are in
heavy use. Among others, network traffic analysis is in the lead. This day-to-day operation
consists of processing typical patterns, such as traffic flow, bandwidth usage or resource
access. Together, these patterns identify the normal network behavior, also known as a
baseline. Having this baseline in mind, it is possible to interpret abnormal activities, which
may indicate an attack.

Deep learning methods have also begun gaining popularity recently. This is mainly
caused by the development of computing capabilities based on parallel processors origi-
nated from graphics cards. This has resulted in the rapid increase in efficient implementa-
tions of computationally demanding complex neural networks and, finally, a remarkable
growth in capabilities to solve advanced problems. Among the most successful architec-
tures of this kind are convolutional neural networks (CNNs, conv-nets). They are ideally
suited for multidimensional data, originate from image processing but can be successfully
applied to other computing domains.

Internet traffic analysis and machine learning are the two worlds that must be con-
nected with one another, especially when applying the latter to the data provided by the
former. The originator of the junction of traffic analysis with CNNs is Wang, who, during
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the innovative presentation at the “Black Hat” conference in 2015 [2], pointed out the simi-
larities between images and TCP flow payloads. Despite the utilization of an autoencoder
to identify network traffic, in a later work, Wang signaled the usefulness of CNNs for
the same task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first mention of network traffic
identification or malware detection with the advantage of CNNs.

There is a striking change in the number of research papers that are devoted to the
analysis of network traffic by CNN models (see Figure 1). To enhance the analysis, we
distinguish three possible subjects of the articles: malware detection, traffic classification,
and the junction of both. These categories are connected with datasets studied in each
paper. The typical indicators of the datasets are the motifs of data, e.g., captured botnets are
the foundation of the CTU-13 dataset, so each article utilizing it will belong to the malware
detection group.

Figure 1. The growth of CNN-based models, which process transformed network traffic in the years
2015–2020.

What is particularly interesting seems to be the overview from the perspective of
traffic transformation methods before being given as an entry to the CNNs. Deep learning
models require particular data formats that are rarely similar to original computer traffic.
In most of the reviewed articles, the traffic data are transformed into the forms needed
for the analytical part of the whole workflow. These transformations usually require
performing one or more typical actions, e.g., the selection of specific network layers,
trimming the data stream, or computing some traffic features. Due to the given architecture
of some learning algorithms, these data transformations often demand an increase in the
dimensionalities of the traffic data. The network traffic data are a time series, while the
CNNs require multidimensional input consisting of equal-length samples. Due to this
fact, the original traffic data must always be transformed into a format acceptable by the
deep-learning models.

1.2. Our Contributions to the Topic

This survey deals with transformations of the network traffic, which are the input of
the deep learning models, with particular attention paid to the CNN models. We have
studied many articles and finally chose 136 papers written recently in this field of science.
It is essential to highlight that other surveys present these studies from the perspective of
cyber-attacks, particular system traffic, or mixed deep-learning models.

We explicitly focus on the network traffic transformations before being given as an
entry to the CNN models.

1. This paper proposes the new taxonomy of the network traffic transformations for
CNN processing purposes.

2. Additionally, all 136 revised articles are comprehensively investigated and mapped
to the adequate transformation algorithms. The survey differentiates three categories
of research papers:

(a) Traffic classification.
(b) Malware detection.
(c) The combination of traffic classification and malware detection.
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The first contains all articles that focus on encrypted traffic identification. The malware
detection category is about finding unwanted traffic. The last includes research
about both mentioned categories. These categories are firmly connected with the
datasets utilized by each group of authors. Moreover, it is possible to distinguish
different themes of the datasets, such as dealing with VPN traffic or exploring features
of botnets.

3. This work highlights and describes the utilized datasets and the architecture of each
CNN model.

The proposed taxonomy is the first on this topic. While preparing this work, we
inherited and developed the concept from the CNN chapter from [3].

As the number of papers in the described field is constantly growing, we decided to re-
view the proposed works and highlight all scientific observations. The detailed comparison
in this area can establish current trends as well as enhance network traffic analysis.

1.3. Paper Structure

This paper consists of nine sections. Section 2 touches upon fundamental issues in
the discussed scientific field. The following subsections are devoted to main categories of
methods that reflect the ways that the network traffic is transformed prior to transferring
them into the CNN-based neural models. Section 3 presents approaches based on raw
traffic, i.e., network traffic without any filtering. Section 4 is about all transformations
working on flows—particles of the entire traffic. Section 5 highlights data manipulations
on payloads extracted from the raw traffic. Section 6 focuses on all concepts based on
payload that is extracted from flows. Traffic features approaches are the main subject of
Section 7. Section 8, in contrast to Section 7, gives a concrete overview of those articles that
additionally focus on the feature extraction process. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Network Monitoring

The internet is based on a protocol suite, which was developed by the Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The idea of a distributed topology, with a
packet switched network is described from the time perspective by its author Baran in [4].
With the rapid growth of the internet at the end of the 20th century, there was also a
necessity for network accounting and monitoring. Almost in parallel to network traffic
profiling for accounting reasons, frequent and large-scale network attacks have led to an
increased need for developing techniques for analyzing network traffic. In the design
philosophy of the DARPA internet protocols [5], Clark explained flow as being connected
with the necessity to treat differently those packets transmitted by intermediary network
devices with an appropriate type of service demanded by the endpoints applications. In
such a way, particular packets belonging to the same connection can be distinguished.
According to the basic principles of packet switching networks, each datagram from a
network connection can take different routes. In the beginning, the original ARPANET
host-to-host protocol provided flow control based on both bytes and packets. However,
later, due to efficiency reason, only the bytes number was used for acknowledgments.

Later, at the beginning of the 1990s, Mills et al. proposed internet accounting [6].
Network accounting introduced packet aggregation based on flows, using packet header
information. Then, the idea was developed to use real-time traffic flow measurement
(RTFM) [7]. Claffy et al. proposed a methodology for profiling traffic flows on the internet
for communication analysis [8].

Then, with the implementation of the NetFlow [9] protocol, the traditional under-
standing of IP flow was defined as a set of five, up to seven, IP packet attributes flowing
in a single direction. When a TCP session is considered, a flow consists of all packets
transmitted until this session terminates. NetFlow, among others, uses the following IP
packet attributes: IP source address, IP destination address, source port, destination port,
layer 3 protocol type, type of service, router or switch interface. All packets with the
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same earlier-mentioned attributes are grouped into a flow, and then packets and bytes
are counted. With the introduction of the IP flow information export (IPFIX) protocol,
the number of flow attributes, named IPFIX information elements, increased to several
hundred. The RFC7011 explains that [10]: “(. . .) A Flow is defined as a set of packets or
frames passing an Observation Point in the network during a certain time interval. All
packets belonging to a particular Flow have a set of common properties. Each property is
defined as the result of applying a function to the values of:

1. One or more packet header fields (e.g., destination IP address), transport header fields
(e.g., destination port number), or application header fields (e.g., RTP header fields
[RFC3550]);

2. One or more characteristics of the packet itself (e.g., number of MPLS labels);
3. One or more of the fields derived from Packet Treatment (e.g., next-hop IP address,

the output interface) (. . .)”.

In the studied papers, we have found different usages of the flow term with sev-
eral nouns, such as traffic, packet, data, and IP packets, which can mislead the read-
ers. Therefore, we have decided to unify network traffic terms for this survey as the
following definitions:

• Raw traffic —network traffic observed in an observation point, such as a line, to which
the probe is attached, an Ethernet-based LAN, or the ports of a switch or router [10].

• Flow (also called traffic flow (e.g., [10]), network connection (e.g., [11]), internet stream
(e.g., [12]))—grouped raw network traffic according the same properties, usually 5-
tuple: source and destination IP address, source and destination port number, and
type of service.

• Session—bi-directional flow. Traffic grouped according to the same properties as a
flow, which mimics conversation between the end devices. A session usually requires
establishing a TCP connection in the form of a three-way handshake.

• Traffic features [13] (also called flow features)—set of features describing the traffic.
They can be statistical features of flow data obtained from flow probe, using one of the
flow profiling protocols, e.g., IPFIX, or processed using the appropriate software or
particular network protocols headers fields [14]. When collected and exported in IPFIX
flow records, they are called information elements (IEs) [10]. Some of these features
can be exported in IPFIX flow records, using a textual representation of IPFIX [15]. A
standard list of IEs is maintained by the internet assigned numbers authority (IANA).
Moreover, the internet community can define their new elements, which fulfill the
applications’ specifications [16]. Hofstede et al. prepared a more detailed specification
of flow monitoring with NetFlow and IPFIX [17].

• Payload—transmitted data encapsulated in the particular ISO/OSI model protocol
data unit (PDU). The Layer 4 (and above layers) payload (L4+ payload) are the actual
upper—layers (L5, L6, L7) data, e.g., HTTP request or response—FTP data. The Layer
3 payload is a segment (TCP) or a datagram (UDP) of the Layer 4 PDU, including the
L5-L7 PDUs. The Layer 2 payload (L2 payload) is a packet—usually an IP packet.

Traffic data can be collected from an observation point with a hardware or software
solution. Written in C, an open-source library Libpcap (see: https://www.tcpdump.org/,
accessed on: 2 July 2021) is available for different platforms. This library delivers an
application programming interface (API), which can be implemented in capturing software,
e.g., tcpdump or Wireshark. Collected traffic data with the libpcap library can be saved in
the pcap file format and used to create a dataset for analytics and classification.

Depending on the available datasets (see Section 2.4) and implemented machine
learning algorithms, traffic datasets can directly feed the chosen CNN-based deep learning
model (CDM) or may have to be pre-processed according to several paths, as is presented in
the upper part of the workflow diagram in Figure 2. Different possible side paths—raw
traffic processing or filtering—are indicated with blue arcs.

https://www.tcpdump.org/
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The straightforward path is with only trimming or padding block. In the case of using
only internet raw traffic for a machine (deep) learning (straight line in Figure 2), there is
a necessity to change the length of the original stream data into chunks to prepare these
according to the input size of the chosen CDM. If the input dimension of the selected model
is smaller than the stream data chunk, the latter has to be trimmed to the size of the CDM’s
input vector dimension. When the input stream is shorter than is expected by the CDM,
the remaining part of the input vector is padded with an arbitrarily selected value—usually
with zeros, to fit the suitable CDM’s input vector dimension.

Following two side paths—alternatively: flows or sessions—requires grouping traffic
data according to the same properties. Then, the flows or sessions’ data must be trimmed
or padded, again as in raw traffic, to fit the suitable CDM’s input vector dimension.

An alternate path for flows or sessions data can lead through selected layers (L2, L3,
L4+) payload extraction. In intrusion detection systems (IDS), such processing is called
deep packet inspection (DPI). Then again, extracted payloads must be trimmed or padded
to fit the suitable CDM’s input vector dimension.

Finally, the traffic data samples became an input for machine learning data described
in more detail in Section 2.2.

Figure 2. Workflow diagram of network traffic classification using deep convolutional neural
networks with various data transformation paths.

2.2. Convolutional Neural Networks

Deep neural networks have recently become one of the hottest methodologies applied
in machine learning and pattern recognition. They provide machine learning models that
surpass previous approaches. Thanks to the rapid development of computing resources
and common usage of relatively cheap parallel-computing platforms, previously long-
lasting machine learning tasks have become available for everyone. Among the most
popular types of deep networks are convolutional neural networks (CNN) [18]. They are
based on convolution operators, the weight of which is a subject of learning. Due to the
multidimensional nature of convolution, the CNN has gained enormous popularity in
image processing and analysis. Their history starts from the LeNet [19] by LeCun et al.,
which was a breakthrough in image pattern recognition. The CNN-based approach consid-
erably surpassed the previous methods to classify hand-written digits recognition (MINIST
datasets). It became possible because the neural network, in this case, is responsible not
only for classifying the data samples (as, up to that time, typical neural nets did) but also
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for extracting features. In particular, the convolutional layers perform this task. In the case
of conv-nets, the typical structure of the recognition scheme consists of two parts. The
first one is a set of consecutive convolution layers that are stacked alternately with pooling
layers. Convolution layers are responsible for extracting data features while pooling layers
for reduction of the data size. The combination of feature extraction with size reduction
allows for detecting data features at increasing scales. Finally, if necessary, the output of
the convolution and pooling layer is flattened to obtain a final feature vector. Its further
processing is a typical classification task that is usually based on the structure resembling
(or sometimes being equal to) the multilayer perceptron (MLP classifier). Contrary to con-
volutional layers, in classification layers, all neurons located at a given layer are connected
to all in the next one. Because of that, they are called fully connected (FC) or dense layers.
The combination of the CNN and FC layers constitute the complete classification frame-
work. In many papers, the name CNN is spread into the complete neural model consisting
of both parts, the actual CNN and FC. However, formally speaking, it should rather be
used exclusively for the first—feature extraction—part of the model. An example of such
a type of network is shown in Figure 3. The diagram shows the LeNet consisting of the
two parts mentioned above. The data feature extraction part inputs and the 32 × 32 image,
consist of layers—convolution (conv 1), pooling (pool 1), convolution (conv 2), pooling
(pool 2)—and outputs the vector of 400 data features. The classification part consists of
three fully connected layers: the first with 120 neurons, the second with 84 neurons, and
finally, the third with ten neurons. The number of neurons equals the number of output
classes, which is equal, in this case, to the number of possible digits that might appear on
the input image. For the sake of simplicity, we use shortcuts for the principal layers of the
neural model: C—convolutional layer, P—pooling layer and, FC—fully connected layer.
The LeNet structure may thus be coded as C|P|C|P|FC|FC|FC.

Figure 3. Architecture of the LeNet neural network (C|P|C|P|FC|FC|FC).

In the classic case of the image input data, the number of its dimension equals 2 for
gray-level images and 3 for color ones. In the first case, it is a data array, the sizes of which
equal the image sizes. In the second one, such a structure is tripled and consists of three
planes of the size of an image, each of which represents one color component (in most cases
red, green, and blue). The size of the third dimension equals, therefore, 3. Although the 2D
and 3D above structures are mostly used in the digital image domain, the 1D input is also
possible. In such a case, the convolution in at least the first layer is a 1D convolution.

Following the enormous growth in popularity of the CNN structures, they started
to be applied in many domains other than vision systems. One of these domains was
the categorization of the IP network traffic. In this case, the input data to be classified
are samples of the network traffic. The resulting classes, in turn, are related to the types
of traffic.

There are several ways of preparing the traffic data to obtain valuable input for the
machine (deep) learning model described in detail in Section 2.1 (see also Figure 2). One of
the possible preprocessing methods makes use of the traffic features. These features are,
however, different from data features extracted by CNN. The primers are intentionally and
carefully selected features of particular meaning: either properties of the traffic (e.g., IP
address, port) or some statistics (e.g., number of bytes, packets). The data features, in turn,
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are automatically selected numbers derived from the original data vector that makes the
input of the learning model.

In traffic analysis applications, the input data are one-dimensional time series con-
sisting of consecutive bytes transmitted. Following various dimensionalities of possible
inputs of the CNN (1-, 2- or 3D), one may find in the traffic analysis several solutions that
either keep the original 1D dimensional nature of the traffic data, or increase the number
of dimensions. The 1D CNN solutions consist of 1D convolution filters, at least at the
input layer. The 2D solutions add the second dimension by using, in the vast majority
of cases, two approaches: traffic wrapping or one-hot encoding. The 3D solution either
exploits more sophisticated wrapping or combines both techniques. The schematic diagram
showing the data flow in each case is shown in the lower part of Figure 2.

Independently of the method used to add the second dimension of data, the input
data for the machine learning model should consist of equal-sized data samples. To obtain
such samples, data trimming (for samples originally too long) or padding (for those that
are too short) is usually performed (see Section 2.1 for details).

The traffic wrapping cuts the data sample consisting of n bytes into n2 pieces of the
same length n1. Values of n1 and n2 are chosen in such a way that n1 · n2 = n. In the
output data 2D array, each data value has not only neighbors that were transmitted just
before and just after (these are horizontal neighbors in the 2D array), but also has vertical
neighbors that, coming back to the original 1D data sample, are equivalent to the data
values that appeared at a certain time before and the same time after the current data value.
For example, if the data sample of size n consists of bytes, the t-th byte has two direct
horizontal neighbors, t − 1 and t + 1, and two direct vertical ones, t − n1 and t + n1. The
traffic wrapping is shown in Figure 4. This approach performs in a way that may be called
linear stacking and is applied in all but one among the studied approaches. Several atypical
approaches to 1D to 2D sample mapping (diagonal, waterfall, spirals) were studied in [20].

Figure 4. Introducing the second dimension by wrapping the network traffic data.

The second technique of increasing the traffic data dimensions is one-hot encoding. This
approach replaces numerical integer values by the binary vector such that all but one of its
elements equals zero, and the unique element equals one. Such an approach is applicable
for numerical variables belonging to a finite set of m possible values (for example, a value
of a byte belongs to the set of possible m = 256 values). The one-hot-encoder thus inputs
an integer of m values and outputs a binary vector of size m, containing value one at the
position related to the current input values and zero elsewhere (an alternative solution
encodes n-values variable as a binary vector of size n − 1, where the n-th input value is
encoded as an all-zero output). Replacing single values by vectors converts the 1D vector
of integers into a 2D binary array—see Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Introducing the second dimension using one-hot encoding.

The origin of the one-hot encoding approach is related to the observation that—in
most cases—elements of the traffic data sample (single values) are not ordered, and there is
no intrinsic order of values represented by bytes. They usually represent some pieces of
information encoded using bytes via standardized codes. They should thus be treated as
unordered categorical values, rather than a set of consecutive integers. This property makes
them different from, for example, image data, where pixel values are ordered—higher
values of pixels represent a higher value of luminance. The property of having ordered
values of the input data is essential in neural network learning algorithms, which are
inseparable parts of the neural models that use gradient descent approaches to modify
network weights iteratively.

The one-hot-encoded vector is the sparse 1D data structure of the length equal to
the encoded variable’s possible values. Making it shorter is possible, using another clas-
sic trick—the embedding technique. It produces a shorter vector of a given length of
possibly the same amount of information as the one-hot-encoded input. The vector em-
bedding is performed using a fully connected layer that takes a binary one-hot-encoded
vector as the input and produces a shorter embedding vector further processed by the
convolution layer(s).

The architecture of the neural models consists of classic convolution, pooling and fully
connected layers. It also includes often typical mechanisms found in other deep-neural
models, such as regularization (mostly drop-out), preventing overfitting, or softmax output
normalization that allows for interpreting the output of the model as probabilities.

In many neural approaches to network traffic analysis, pre-trained neural CNN-
based models are used. They gained popularity in the image analysis domain due to
their effectiveness and ability to work as backbones in many image analysis fields. In
their case, the transfer learning approach in most widely used, where the image pre-
trained model is learned to adapt to the network-traffic data. Pre-trained models focus on
recognizing single objects located within the image and work usually on images with fixed
sizes. To this group belong the following well-known networks: LeNet [19], AlexNet [21],
GoogLeNet/Inception [22], DenseNet [23], ResNet [24], VGG [25], XCeption [26], and
MobileNet [27].

2.3. Visual Aspects of the Traffic Data

The visualization of the network traffic is one of the classic approaches to traffic
monitoring. The most traditional way is visualizing network structure as graphs where
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nodes and edges represent the network topology. A routing graph is a typical example
of such visualization. However, this is just one of the possible network visualizations.
Along with developing the internet and constantly increasing abilities to process traffic
data, data visualization techniques have always played a significant role in this field. There
have been many contributions in this field since the first editions of the Visualization for
Cyber Security (VizSec) forum [28,29]. To perform meaningful visualizations, in some
cases, authors use data reduction methods, e.g., PCA for dimensionality reduction [30].

Thanks to transforming the 1D time series of the original traffic data into 2- and
3-matrices, one may look at network traffic as digital images [31]. The single elements of
the traffic data samples—which, in most cases, are simply bytes—play the role of pixels.
The luminance of the pixel refers to the value of a particular element/byte, where higher
byte values are represented by lighter pixels. The 1D traffic data converted into higher-
dimensional data samples of a fixed length may be displayed as binary, gray level, or
color images. In the first case, the input must be binary. One uses this type of traffic-
to-image transformation in the case of one-hot-encoded network traffic. In the case of
gray-level images, image pixels, one usually applies wrapping techniques. The resulting
gray-level image looks like an image of a texture, including either irregular or regular
patterns. In rarer cases, the resulting image is a color one, which is the 3D data structure.
The third dimension has a fixed size of 3, due to the number of planes referring to three
color components. Each of them is a gray-level image with the luminance value associated
with the intensity of a particular component.

They interpret the network-traffic samples as images allowed for directly applying
the image-processing techniques to this type of, initially, non-image data. They have been
used, e.g., for detecting anomalies in internet traffic [32,33].

Because 2- and 3D CNN-based neural models were initially developed to process
digital images, image representation of traffic has become an obvious visualization method
in the CNN-based neural models. Since the ready-to-use neural backbone models are
designed to process the input data of a fixed size, the size of the traffic data sample must
become compliant with the input image size.

Because 2- and 3D CNN-based neural models were initially developed to process
digital images, image representation of traffic became an obvious visualization method in
CNN-based neural models. Since the ready-to-use neural backbone models are designed
to process the input data of a fixed size, the size of the traffic data sample must become
compliant with the input image size. This fact is noticeable in many network models
where the size of the traffic data sample is equal to the size of the input of the neural
model initially developed to process images of particular sizes. A typical example of such
a strict dependence of the traffic data sample and the input of pre-trained backbone is a
sample size that equals 784, which appears in many approaches. They also force the 2D
input of the neural model equal to be a square array, where the length of the edge equals
28 (28 × 28 = 784)—see [34]. Such a choice is not motivated by the particular properties of
the network traffic, but by the neural LeNet model, which was originally used to recognize
hand-written digits on squared bitmaps of size 28 × 28. Examples of images of network
traffic processed using the method [34] are shown in Figure 6. The grayscale images are
built from matrices using flow wrapping. The hexadecimal value of black pixels stand for
0x00, and white ones for 0xff. One may see that different samples of the same traffic (rows)
look similar, while images derived from different types of internet traffic differ from one
another (columns).
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Figure 6. Traffic visualizations of trojan Zeus (the first column), Skype (the second column), Outlook
(the third column), backdoor Htbot (fourth column) and botnet Virut (fifth column). Images were cre-
ated by the authors with the advantage of the tool introduced in [34] on the USTC-TFC2016 dataset.

2.4. The Datasets

The crucial role in all machine learning methods is that of the datasets. They are
necessary to perform the learning process of classifiers. They also help compare various
approaches. In the case of traffic classification, several open datasets are commonly used
in papers under study. The datasets include various types of traffic data: raw traffic,
flows and features. Short characteristics of the most frequently employed in the studied
papers are listed in Table 1. Figure 7 shows the popularity of particular datasets in the
investigated papers.

The group of 28 articles use less popular datasets (Figure 7). These datasets in alpha-
betic order are as follows:

Table 1. The summary of the most popular datasets used in the studied papers—sorted by the year of creation.

Dataset Applied in Format Size [GB] Year

KDD Cup 1999 9 articles: [35–43] features 0.74 1998
NSL-KDD 7 articles: [38,43–48] features 0.04 2009

ISCX-IDS-2012 6 articles: [49–54] flow, raw packets 8.42 2012
CTU-13 5 articles: [55–59] features, raw packets 74.27 2013

UNSW-NB15 5 articles: [31,42,60–62] features, flow, raw packets 0.55 2015
ISCX VPN-nonVPN 19 articles: [12,49,51,57,63–77] features, raw packets 28 2016

USTC-TFC2016 11 articles: [34,66,68,69,78–84] raw packets 3.71 2017
ISCX-IDS-2017 5 articles: [42,49,54,85,86] features, flow, raw packets 51.1 2018

Figure 7. Popularity of the datasets within the reviewed articles. Digits in the brackets stand for the
number of all occurrences of each dataset.

BoT-IoT, CAN 2017, CIC-AAGM2017, CIRA-CIC-DoHBrw-2020, CSE-CIC-IDS2018,
CTU-Malware, CTU-Mixed, DARPA 1998, DARPA 1999, EDU1, ISCX-Bot-2014, ISCX
Tor-nonTor, Malware Capture Facility Project (malware), MAWILab, Mirai-RGU, NIMS,
NLANR AMP, NLANR MAWI, SCU-RNE, UPC Broadband Traffic Research group’s
dataset, VAST 2013 challenge and WRCCDC.
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All the datasets contain a certain number of labeled traffic samples. Labels refer to the
traffic classes. Classes always belong to one of two groups. In most cases, these groups
are malware and benign traffic. One dataset, VPN-nonVPN, contains classes grouped
according to the VPN connections within the frames of which the traffic was registered.
For details regarding classes, see Table 2.

There are many datasets used in scientific papers for network monitoring and clas-
sification. They usually consist of real or simulated data. Some of them are described
only in publications but are not available for other researchers for methods evaluation.
In this survey, we have selected and compared only those datasets that were used in the
research described in the studied papers. A comprehensive analysis that highlights datasets
utilized for IDS concepts purposes is in [87]. The paper touched upon the question of
pcap and NetFlow differences. It analyzed common datasets concerning the wanted traffic
occurrence (not malware), the data format, anonymity, volume of the traffic, type of traffic,
labeling, etc. It is crucial to point out that some described datasets are publicly available.

Table 2. The traffic details of the most popular datasets. Datasets are sorted by the number of occurrences in articles.

Dataset Type of Data Traffic Details

ISCX VPN-nonVPN encrypted
14 classes: Browsing, VPN-Browsing, Email, VPN-Email, Chat, VPN-Chat,
Streaming, VPN-Streaming, File Transfer, VPN-File Transfer, VoIP, VPN-VoIP, P2P
and VPN-P2P [63].

USTC-TFC2016 malware

20 classes: 10 malware and 10 benign traffic. Malware: Cridex (a worm), Geodo (a
trojan), Htbot (a backdoor), Miuref (a trojan), Neris (a botnet), Nsis-ay (a botnet),
Shifu (a trojan), Tinba (a trojan), Virut (a botnet), Zeus (a trojan). Benign traffic:
BitTorrent, FTP, Facetime, Gmail, MySQL, Outlook, SMB, Skype, Weibo,
WorldOfWarcraft [34].

KDD Cup 1999 malware 41 traffic features and 22 attacks. The 4 attack categories are: Dos, R2L, U2R and
Probing [43].

CTU-13 malware
7 botnets: Neris, Rbot, Virut, Menti, Sogou, Murlo, NSIS.ay in 9 different
characteristics: IRC, SPAM, ClickFraud, Port Scan, DDos, FastFlux, P2P, HTTP and
compiled and controlled by the researchers [88].

ISCX-IDS-2012 malware 4 attack scenarios: Infiltrating the network from the inside, HTTP DoS, DDoS using
an IRC botnet and SSH brute force [87].

NSL-KDD malware 41 features and 1 label. The 3 groups of features are basic features, content features;
and traffic features. Possible attack labels are: DoS, probe, U2R and R2L [45].

ISCX-IDS-2017 malware

16 types of attacks: Brute Force (FTP-Patator, SSH-Patator), DoS/DDoS (DoS
slowloris, DoS Slowhttptest, DoS Hulk, DoS GoldenEye, DDoS LOIT), Web Attacks
(Brute Force, XSS, SQL Injection), Infiltrations (Dropbox download, Cool disk –
MAC), Bugs/Exploits (Heartbleed, Meta exploit Win Vista), Botnet ARES and Port
Scan [89].

UNSW-NB15 malware 9 types of attacks: Fuzzers, Analysis, Backdoors, DoS, Exploits, Generic,
Reconnaissance, Shellcode and Worms [90].

Having a given dataset, in the case of network traffic classification, one follows the
classic machine learning workflow. The dataset is divided into training and testing sets.
The former is used to train the neural model, while the latter is used to test it. However,
this workflow is preceded by transforming the network traffic data into data samples that
the neural model may use. Finally, the evaluation of the results is usually performed using
typical measures: precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-score.

2.5. Other Surveys

Because the classification of computer network traffic seems to be a leading trend
in the latest research, many surveys have been published that widely discuss this topic.
However, each paper examines the scientific problem from a different perspective.

Identifying malware by machine learning techniques was widely investigated in [91].
The paper focused on different types of malware analysis. In addition, one can find a
brief description of common malware types. Then, feature selection, classification, and
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clustering for malware detection were discussed. Finally, the authors mentioned trends of
malware development. The survey did not focus on network traffic.

Another paper [92], was written on the subject of traffic classification for quality
of service purposes. The article examined many machine learning methods and their
advantages for anomaly and intrusion detection. It is important to highlight that the survey
also discussed the practicality of the methods. Unfortunately, when it comes to CNNs,
there was only one paragraph fully devoted to the history of CNNs.

Unwanted network traffic detection in the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) was
extensively discussed in [93]. Researchers analyzed types of malware attacks, architec-
tures of the IoT environment and taxonomy of security IoT protocols. The latter focused
on key management, authentication, access control and intrusion detection. The arti-
cle stated that future research will be based, among others, on blockchain usage and
cross-platform detection.

Work in the topic of Android malware classification was categorized in [94]. In the
paper, a novel taxonomy of android malware families was introduced. The interesting part
of the paper is a list of Android malware datasets and the surveyed articles’ limitations.
The paper finished with future directions.

A comprehensive review of malware analysis tools that detect and analyze malware
executables is given in [95]. Except for reverse engineering tools as well as memory
forensics, packet analysis, detection tools, online scanners and sandboxes were elaborated.

Deep learning techniques were introduced as those that can quickly solve complex
problems [96]. The article highlighted the following architectures of deep neural networks
(DNNs): feed-forward neural network (FNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), re-
current neural network (RNN) and generative adversarial network (GAN). One section
touched on the deep learning private data frameworks. The deep learning threats and
attacks, as well as defense techniques, were also examined.

A survey [1] for collecting articles that propose deep learning-based modes to find
intrusion in the network data was introduced. In the paper, one can find the taxonomy of
deep learning models. In the list of research papers on supervised instance classification
models for intrusion detection, there is a brief mention of [34]. The authors, among others,
concluded that advances in deep learning methods are noticeable. On top of that, they
said that it is often impossible to reproduce some deep learning models, due to the lack of
adequate information. The authors also proposed a novel classification of four network
traffic datasets.

The utilization of deep learning methods for the purposes of cybersecurity was ex-
amined in [97]. The paper singled out types of machine learning, types of deep learning
and algorithms for both. Then, deep learning platforms were examined. Finally, the article
outlined network attacks. CNN usage by [34] was only mentioned. The detection of cyber-
attacks to the IoT infrastructure with the advantage of deep learning articles was widely
discussed in [98]. The researchers reviewed the IoT architecture, reference models and IoT
protocols. Then, they introduced threats against IoT systems and continued with intrusion
detection systems (IDS). An interesting IDS taxonomy was also described in the paper. In
the CNN section, they mentioned a few articles, but only [34] is related to security, based
on network traffic. The next survey dealt with the development and detection trends of
unwanted software [99]. In addition, the authors focused on those areas that were omitted
by other surveys, e.g., advances in the creation of new types of malware.

The detection of intrusions throughout analysis of images generated from network
traffic was outlined in [100]. The paper distinguished classical and neural networks
methods. The authors dwelt on deep learning models of the convolutional neural network
(CNN), long short-term memory (LSTM), support vector machine (SVM) and hybrid ones.
When it comes to only CNN models, they detailed the works of [20,34,56,85]. This review
points out that [101] was one of the first concepts of converting network traffic to images.
The paper aroused our interest. The work proposed the creation of two-dimensional images
that consist of 4 bytes in an IP address structure. The matrix then shows the intensity of
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traffic in the image representation. Nevertheless, this idea does not refer explicitly to CNN,
and is not covered in further sections of this survey.

A systematic literature review highlighted interesting trends in the IoT infrastruc-
ture [102]. The researchers concluded that the majority of attacks take place in the network
layer. There is a mention of the most popular datasets as well as common attacks.

Network traffic classification algorithms, for instance, based on the port number,
statistical characteristics, host behaviors and deep learning, was considered in [3]. The
last category encapsulated the following models: stack autoencoder (SAE), CNN, LSTM
and deep belief networks (DBN). The CNN section described only three methods, where
the CNN input was transformed beforehand—From the one-dimensional data to different
one-dimensional data, to two-dimensional data or to three-dimensional data.

While preparing this survey, we decided to develop the concept of describing nothing
but the CNN models’ usage for traffic classification and malware detection purposes.
Contrary to [3], our article consists of 91 papers, i.e., all papers on this topic written until
2021. The conclusion of the CNN chapter in [3] is that the transformation from the 1st
dimension to the 3rd dimension is better than other transformations. We believe that it is
hard to hypothesize with only a few examples. On top of that, the compared examples
utilized a variety of methods. Therefore, the proposed survey inherits and enhances the
classification of different forms of transformations.

3. Raw Traffic

The first group of transformation methods works on the captured packets as they
come in—the raw traffic. This type of data seems to be the most direct input of the CNN-
based deep learning model (CDM), as its considerable merit is the lack of necessity of the
prepossessing phase. However, only four research groups decided to base their work on
this type of data while crafting the CNN input. These are 1D transformation [78] and 2D
input concepts [35,103] (see Table 3). In addition, ref. [79] proposed both a 1D approach
and a 2D one.

The one-dimensional entry to CNN is a vector created from raw traffic packets. While
transforming packets, Marín et al. proposed the removal of only two attributes of traffic
from protocol data units (PDU), i.e., MAC and IP addresses [78]. After that, a fixed size of
1300 bytes is set. It means that all longer packets are trimmed, while smaller packets are
zero-padded. In the end, each packet is labeled to be either benign or malware. Finally,
vectors are given to the 6-Layer CNN, which is tested on the USTC-TFC2016 dataset. This
is an unwanted traffic detection approach.

The idea of wrapping raw traffic packets into the matrix was proposed by Ko et al.
to test an 11-Layer CDM [103]. Traffic originated from the EDU1 dataset. This research
proposed 200 × 200 bytes images. This is a traffic classification approach.

The scientific concept of raw traffic packets wrapping was further studied by Jia et al. [35].
The traffic images were based on the DARPA 1999. The authors unified the packets length
so that each reached 784 bytes. Then, they wrapped the vector to create a matrix of 28 × 28
bytes size. The paper provided the images as an entry for LeNet [19]. The work’s aim was
to enhance malware detection—in particular, the detection of intrusions.

The following paper, written by Zhang et al., used two different versions of CNN
input [79]. The 1300 bytes size vectors are given to two 10-Layer CDM. 2D CNN obtains a
traffic matrix, whose size is not revealed. It is important to highlight that vector as an entry
to 1D CNN achieves better results than the matrix given to the 2D CDM. In the proposed
approach, the packets are left unchanged. The deep learning model works on raw traffic
from the USTC-TFC2016 dataset to detect malware. The paper proposed two types of
transformations.
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Table 3. The summary of articles that are in the raw traffic transformation group.

Article Input Dimension Layers Dataset Year

[78] 1D C|P|C|P|FC|FC USTC-TFC2016 2018
[103] 2D (200 × 200) C|C|P|C|P|C|P|F|FC|FC|FC EDU1 2019
[35] 2D (28 × 28) LeNet [19] DARPA 1999 2020
[79] 1D, 2D C|C|P|C|C|P|F|FC|FC|FC USTC-TFC2016 2019

4. Flows

Flows, grouped raw network traffic according to the same properties, form the second
part of network traffic that could be processed while preparing CNN entries. Some papers
work on datasets that already consist of flows, whereas others order the raw traffic to pick
up all packets belonging to each flow.

4.1. One Dimensional CNN Input

A big group of research articles processed, in CNN-based tools, vectors built from
flows. The transformations are basically differentiated in two areas: sizes of input vectors
and data manipulations [49,64,66,80–82,104,105] (Table 4).

An extended version of [78] was widely elaborated by Casas et al. for flow vectors
in network security, i.e., malware detection [104]. The authors decided to use only two
packets and the first 100 bytes of each. This approach was based on statistical calculations.
The 3-Layer CDM was tested on the MAWILab dataset.

The same research group, Marín et al., continued to investigate malware detec-
tion [105]. The authors checked the same, previously proposed CNN tool with vectors
crafted from flows of the CTU-Malware dataset. Then, the tests were extended with USTC-
TFC2016 in the next two papers [80,81]. In each, the 3-Layer CNN obtained the flow vector
as an input. The articles also tested different machine learning models, also not related
exclusively to CNNs.

The objective of traffic classification enhancement was set out by Song et al. in [64].
The authors utilized 8-Layer CDM, which contains an embedding layer (EMB). Pcaps
from ISCX VPN-nonVPN were then transformed to flow vectors to test the CNN models.
Traffic prepossessing was done according to the idea of Wang Wei et al. [34]. Wang’s
concept is described in the next subsection. After the normalization process, the one-hot
encoding method was used for each byte in the vector, which enlarges up to 255 different
values of bytes. The matrix consists of concatenated vectors. To increase the speed and
effectiveness of the process, all one-hot-encoded vectors of the matrix are converted into
low-dimensional dense vectors.

Hwang et al. widely tested different sizes of CNN input vectors [82]. An exam-
ple of the vector is 2 by 50 bytes, which means two flows and 50 bytes of each. The
researchers used pcaps from the USTC-TFC2016, the Mirai-RGU and their own datasets.
The introduced 11-Layer CDM to deal with malware detection, especially anomaly detec-
tion problems.

The proposed concept of Chen et al. can determine whether traffic belongs to any
of the known classes [66]. The idea requires unchanged flows that form vectors, which
later become the input of the 16-Layer CDM. This function enhances the capability of the
detection of yet-unknown traffic. The tool was tested on two datasets: USTC-TFC2016 and
ISCX VPN-nonVPN. This article is an example of both approaches: traffic classification as
well as malware detection.

Flows were also used by Chen et al. to form a 1D-CNN input [49]. Vectors of the sizes
of 784 bytes were created due to the idea of [63]. Three different datasets—ISCX VPN-
nonVPN, ISCX-IDS-2012 and ISCX-IDS-2017—were used to check the proposed 5-Layer
CDM’s effectiveness. The CDM classifies traffic.
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4.2. Two-Dimensional CNN Input

Contrary to the previously described approaches, the two-dimensional CDM input
requires increasing the dimensionality of the traffic data. Flow wrapping seems to be
one of the leading trends of traffic manipulations within discussed CNN
entries [34,50,55–58,60,61,68,106] (Table 4). The practical concept, which started in 2017,
wraps the network traffic data into the matrix [34].

The very first article that fulfilled the concept of [2] is the paper written by
Wang Wei et al. [34]. This paper seems to be the first practical approach to utilize CNNs
to process network traffic. Ref. [34] uses 6-Layer CNN to detect malware in the USTC-
TFC2016 dataset. The authors decided to give the CDM a matrix of 28 bytes per 28 bytes.
The process of creating the image (matrix) is the following: raw traffic packets are ag-
gregated into flows or sessions, and then data are anonymized. The next step is to trim
the flows to 784 bytes and ’wrap’ the vector so then one has a matrix of 28 × 28 bytes,
visualized as a gray level image. The authors decided to share the tool used to create the
matrix. While aggregating the packets into flow, one can choose one of the four versions of
the process:

• Trim according to flows with all network layers;
• Trim according to flow with only Layer 7 (L4+);
• Trim according to session with all network layers;
• Trim according to sessions with only Layer 7 (L4+).

The choice of the only L4+ could have been placed in Section 6 of our survey. Never-
theless, the remaining two aggregating methods are also widely discussed in the paper,
and this indicator makes the paper ideal for this section.

Moskalenko and Moskalenko proposed a typical flow wrapping to check 2-Layer
CNN for malware detection [55]. To create the matrix, raw packets are aggregated into
flows. Then, 784 bytes of sequential flows are taken to create a wrapped vector—the matrix
of 28 × 28 pixels. The last step is to normalize the matrix values (pixels’ brightnesses) in
the range [0,1]. The CDM is tested by pcaps from the CTU-Mixed and CTU-13 datasets.

Flow wrapping is also utilized to detect malware—more specifically, botnets by
Taheri et al. [56]. The flows from the CTU-13 dataset are transformed into grayscale images
of 28 bytes × 28 bytes and delivered to the entry of the DenseNet CNN [23]. It is important
to underline that all layers of flows are utilized.

Zhou et al. delivered the following sizes of session images to the entry of the 5-Layer
CDM: 16 × 16, 20 × 20, 28 × 28, 32 × 32 [106]. The CDM detecting botnets was tested
on the ISCX-Bot-2014 dataset. The raw traffic packets from the dataset were aggregated
into flows.

The transformation concept of [34] was utilized in the malware detection article of
Wang et al., which introduced the 5-Layer CDM [60]. The tool tests were conducted
on captured packets from the UNSW-NB15 dataset. From the raw traffic, sessions were
cropped. Finally, the CNN input was a 28 by 28 bytes matrix.

The same transformation to 32 by 32 bytes images was used in the research in which
malware detection was a theme [57]. Huang et al., in their article, tested the 7-Layer CDM’s
quality against sessions with all layers from the CTU-13 and ISCX VPN-nonVPN datasets.

The novel transformation of flow via one-hot encoding was proposed by Wang et al. to
test 5-Layer CDM (named HAST-I) [50]. The CNN tool was introduced to detect malware.
The network traffic came from the DARPA 1998, and ISCX-IDS-2012 datasets. In the
beginning, raw packets were aggregated into flows. Then, during thorough tests, flows
were trimmed to either 600 or 800 bytes. Later, one-hot encoding transformed each byte in
the vector into a vector. All the vectors were transpositioned and then concatenated so that
a matrix was formed. The smaller, 256 × 600 bytes image achieved the best classification
results for the ISCX-IDS-2012 dataset, while the 256 × 800 bytes were ideal for DARPA 1998.

A few different traffic transformations for malware detection purposes were based on
three CDMs [61]. Out of the proposed tools, only one was exclusively CNN. The different
CDMs of Millar et al. were given three different types of entries: 50 byte flow vector, 24
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traffic features and flow wrapping. The first two methods tested non-CNN based models,
whereas the last type of entry was a 2D flow image, which was given to the CNN model. In
these flows’ images, each pixel represents a byte of data in the network. A row of the image
stands for the next packet in the flow. In each field, the value means the packet filling. The
CNN model was tested on UNSW-NB15.

Moskalenko et al. investigated flow wrapping inherited from [34] to detect mal-
ware [58]. It used LeNet [19]. The tests input was taken from two datasets: CTU-Mixed
and CTU-13.

A simple flow wrapping method to 28 × 28 bytes matrices was used during the image
generating process [68]. Li et al. proposed traffic classification for 9-Layer CDM, which
was tested on data from the ISCX VPN-nonVPN and USTC-TFC2016 datasets.

4.3. Various Dimensionalities

A few papers verified the various dimensions of CNN inputs built from
flows [12,63,65,67,69,83,107,108] (see Table 4).

Flow vectors are the input of the 6-Layer CDM proposed by Wang et al. [63]. Data are
transformed as in [34] until the 784-byte vectors are formed. In this approach, the CDM
deals with the ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset. Additionally, the researchers mentioned that the
proposed method is compared with 2D transformation. The interesting outcome achieved
by the authors was that the 2D approach achieved worse results than the 1D approach.

A thought-provoking transformation of network traffic into the third dimension to
classify traffic was proposed by Ran et al. The researchers utilized the 8-Layer CDM [83],
and then tested it on pcaps from USTC-TFC2016. The 3D model was built in four steps.
The first one identified flows within packets. The next step extracted a chosen number
of bytes from each flow. The third step concerned trimming all packets to one fixed size.
Longer packets were trimmed, whereas shorter ones were padded with zeros. Then, each
packet was transformed into a 2D matrix with the usage of one-hot encoding. To create a
3D image, all 2D images of the same packets had to be put together.

Flow vectors were also used as a CNN entry in the research articles of [107,108].
Aceto et al. utilized three types of CNN entries. Two methods, based on forming 784-byte
vectors, were taken from [63]. The third method proposed a matrix of traffic features as
a CNN entry. We describe this 2D concept in detail in Section 8. The articles utilized
6-Layer CDMs from [34,63]. Flows for this traffic classification approach were taken from
the authors’ own dataset.

While discussing in detail the wrapping flows, one should mention the approach of
Cui et al., which improved it slightly, with the advantage of the sessions’ weights [67].
On top of that, 6-Layer CDM of [63] was checked by traffic that originates from ISCX
VPN-nonVPN. Additionally, during flow transformation, unrelated SNMP, DNS and ARP
sessions were diluted, whereas valid sessions’ weights were increased. The paper’s aim
was to classify traffic. It is important to underline that the paper introduced a 5-Layer
CDM, CapsNet. The core part of the paper, which is a 2D transformation model, achieved
a better outcome than the 1D classification.

The next paper of He and Li distinguished two types of traffic from the ISCX VPN-
nonVPN dataset and touched upon flow wrapping [65]. The raw traffic packets were
aggregated into sessions. Then, for non-VPN traffic, the first 90 non-zero payloads of
flows were taken. In the second group, the VPN traffic one, the first 20 non-zero payloads
were chosen for further processing. In both groups, the tool, introduced in [34], was used.
Additionally, all DNS and NetBIOS names packets were erased. The authors decided to
remove also the three-way handshake packets. Then, traffic images of 28 × 28 byte size
were provided to the 5-Layer CDM for traffic classification. The paper also proposed a 1D
model, which works on 784-byte vectors, and compared its results with the CNN of [70].

Yet another work on the topic of traffic classification slightly modified flow wrap-
ping [12]. The experiment transformed the traffic of the first 20 packets of each flow to
not only 28 by 28 bytes images, but also other square images. These values tested by
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Pacheco et al. were not explicitly specified. In this paper, CNNs from [34,63] were tested
on traffic captured during research as well as on the VPN-NonVPN dataset.

Recently, the concept of wrapping flows to create CNN input images was also utilized
by Chen et al. for malware detection purposes [69]. The tests were conducted on pcaps
originated from the following datasets: VPN-nonVPN and USTC-TFC2016.

Table 4. All research works of the flow transformation method

Article Input Dimension Layers Dataset Year

[104] 1D C|FC|FC MAWILab 2019
[105] 1D same as [104] CTU-Malware 2019

[80,81] 1D same as [104] USTC-TFC2016 and CTU-Malware 2019 and 2020
[64] 1D EMB|C|C|C|C|P|FC|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN 2019

[82] 1D C|P|C|P|FC|FC|FC|
FC|FC|FC|FC

USTC-TFC2016 and Mirai-RGU
and own 2020

[66] 1D C|C|P|C|C|P|C|C|C|
P|C|C|C|FC|FC|FC

USTC-TFC2016 and ISCX
VPN-nonVPN 2020

[49] 1D C|P|C|P|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN,
ISCX-IDS-2012 and ISCX-IDS-2017 2020

[34] 2D (28 × 28) C|P|C|P|FC|FC USTC-TFC2016 2017
[55] 2D (28 × 28) C|C CTU-Mixed and CTU-13 2018
[56] 2D (28 × 28) DenseNet [23] CTU-13 2018

[106] 2D (16 × 16, 20 × 20, 28 × 28
and 32 × 32) C|P|C|P|FC ISCX-Bot-2014 2018

[60] 2D (28 × 28) C|P|C|P|FC UNSW-NB15 2018
[57] 2D (32 × 32) C|P|C|P|C|C|FC CTU-13 and ISCX VPN-nonVPN 2018
[50] 2D (256 × 600 and 256 × 800) C|P|C|P|FC DARPA 1998 and ISCX-IDS-2012 2018
[58] 2D (28 × 28) LeNet [19] CTU-Mixed and CTU-13 2020

[68] 2D (28 × 28) C|P|C|P|C|P|C|P|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN and
USTC-TFC2016 2020

[63] 1D, 2D (probably 28 × 28) C|P|C|P|FC|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN 2017
[83] 1D, 2D(NS),3D C|C|P|C|C|P|FC|FC USTC-TFC2016 2018

[107,108] 1D, 2D (28 × 28) same as [34,63] Own 2018
[67] 1D, 2D (28 × 28) same as [63] ISCX VPN-nonVPN 2019
[65] 1D, 2D (NS) C|P|C|P|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN 2020

[12] 1D, 2D (28 × 28 and other
square images) same as [34,63] own 2020

[69] 1D, 2D (32 × 32) C|P|C|P|C|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN and
USTC-TFC2016 2020

5. Payload Extracted from Raw Traffic

The next possible transformation is based on the extraction of chosen payloads from
the raw traffic. For example, according to Figure 2, one can remove the headers of Layers 2,
3 and 4. The most popular idea is to remove the L4 header and form the CDM entry from
only the L4+ payload.

5.1. One-Dimensional CNN Input

This section outlines those papers that provided the CNN model a vector, formed
with the advantage of payloads and header manipulations [70–73] (Table 5). In this section,
extractions are made from raw traffic packets.

An interesting concept of Lotfollahi et al. is based on 1D vectors, which reach the
length of 1500 bytes [70]. In the first step, headers of L2 are removed. On top of that, there
are some changes in the L4 layer. According to the design, normally shorter than TCP, UDP
packets are padded with zeros to reach the TCP length. The next step is to remove not
only the entire three-way handshake communication, but also the DNS queries. Finally,
the vectors reach the length of 1500 bytes, in which each byte value is normalized. The
paper used the ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset to test the 6-Layer CDM. This is typical traffic
classification work.

The same transformation idea, like in the previous work, was inherited to classify
traffic [71]. The authors, Akbari and Tahoun, utilized a federated learning model, called
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the model-averaging technique, and created 3-Layer and 5-Layer CDMs. The publication’s
models were tested on the USTC-TFC2016 dataset.

5.2. Two-Dimensional CNN Input

The concept of creating traffic images from the extracted payload of raw traffic packets
is a next form of 2D-CNN input. This transformation was carried out in the following
group of scientific investigations [73,109–112] (see Table 5).

In the research of He and Shi, images were generated with the advantage of wrapping
the payload of raw traffic [109]. It seems that the authors chose the L4+ payload, so they
removed the L2, L3 and L4 headers. The researchers aimed to identify traffic, especially
SSH applications. The used 5-Layer CDM was tested on traffic from the article’s own
dataset. The authors informed that the CNN input is a 28 by 28 bytes image.

Li et al. removed the L2 headers and modified the L4+ headers to form the CNN
input [110]. The modification in L4 means unifying the length of TCP and UDP headers.
On top of that, all duplicated and empty packets (with no payload) were erased. In this
research paper, the transformation of packets to 30 × 30 byte matrices was utilized in order
to classify traffic for virtualization purposes with the 5-Layer CNN. Tests were conducted
on traffic captured by the authors.

The payload of L4+ was extracted from the raw traffic packets to create a 2D im-
age [111]. The creation of the image required taking 10,000 packets from each application
traffic captured in the UPC Broadband Traffic research group. Then, payloads of each
packet were divided by four to constitute one pixel of a future image. The sizes of all
application’s traffic were readjusted to the following: 36, 64, 256 and 1024 pixels. In the
case of a smaller number of payload samples, the images were padded with zeros. The
paper of Lim et al. used 4-Layer CDM and also ResNet to classify the captured traffic.

A similar concept of choosing only L4+ payload while creating images was applied by
Xue et al. [112]. The transformation’s last step was to wrap vectors in order to create 2D
images. The paper utilized six different CNN networks: ResNet [24], VGG16, VGG19 [25],
Inception V3 [22], Xception [26] and MobileNet [27]. Their task was to work on traffic
classification issues. Models were tested on traffic captured within the authors’ research.

5.3. Various Dimensionalities

Papers in this section compare a few transformations methods (see Table 5).
Only the transport layer’s payload (L4+) was taken from the raw traffic to form the

CNN input [72]. The authors Xu et al. tested four sizes of input data: 400, 625, 784 and
900 bytes, which were later left as a vector or transformed to an image. Vectors are the
input to the first 8-Layer CDM. Moreover, the entry of the second 12-Layer CDM is a square
matrix. Four variants were investigated: 20 by 20, 25 by 25, 28 by 28 and 30 by 30 bytes.
Traffic classification tests were extensively conducted with the advantage of pcap files
of the ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset. Due to the dataset choice, this was a typical traffic
classification approach. The CNNs that work on vectors outperformed those models that
deal with matrices.

The paper of Zhang et al. applied three versions of transformations, i.e., to the vector
(1D), to the matrix (2D) and to the cubic form (3D) for traffic classification purposes [73].
The one-dimensional CNN input is a 1456 byte vector that consists of the raw traffic
payload of L4+. The second dimension was implemented by wrapping a different initial
vector (1521 bytes) into a 39 by 39 byte matrix. The third dimension was also created by
wrapping. An initial vector (1452 bytes) was changed into 22 by 22 by 3 bytes RGB colored
cubic forms. The network traffic was taken from the ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset as well as
their own dataset. For this transformation, the paper used 5-Layer CDM. The results of the
experiments indicate the matrix as the input for achieving the highest classification results.
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Table 5. Works that extract payload of raw traffic.

Article Input Dimension-Payload Layers Dataset Year

[70] 1D -L3 C|C|P|FC|FC|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN 2019
[71] 1D -L3 C|C|P|FC|FC and C|P|FC USTC-TFC2016 2019
[109] 2D (28 × 28) -L4+ C|P|C|P|FC Own 2018
[110] 2D (30 × 30) -L4+ C|C|C|C|FC Own 2019

[111] 2D (6 × 6, 8 × 8, 16 × 16 and
32 × 32 [pixels]) -L4+ C|C|P|FC and ResNet [24] Own 2019

[112] 2D (128 × 128) -L4+ ResNet [24], VGG16, VGG19 [25], Inception
V3 [22], Xception [26] and MobileNet [27]

The dataset of the UPC
Broadband Traffic
Research Group

2020

[72] 1D, 2D (20 × 20, 25 × 25, 28 × 28 and
30 × 30) -L4+ C|C|P|C|C|P|FC|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN 2020

[73] 1D, 2D (39 × 39), 3D -L4+ C|C|FC|FC|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN
and own 2020

6. Payload Extracted from Flows

This section is entirely devoted to the transformations of raw traffic, which extract
payloads from grouped packets, i.e., flows. This section discusses 13 research papers.

6.1. One Dimensional CNN Input

Another group of articles proposed giving the CNN model an extracted payload of
flows [51,52,113,114] (see Table 6). All papers worked on L4+ payloads, which means that
headers from L2, L3 and L4 were decapsulated.

Zeng et al. created 900 byte vectors from flows and used them to form a 5-Layer CDM
entry [51,52]. While creating the vectors, TCP and UDP headers were removed. In [51] the
malware detection model’s performance was checked with data from ISCX VPN-nonVPN
and ISCX-IDS-2012. The latter paper detected malware in the vehicular ad hoc network
(VANET) by testing the CNN model on the network traffic of the ISCX-IDS-2012 dataset
and their own simulated dataset, NS-3 VANET. The datasets contained pcap files from
which flows were aggregated. In both papers, the main concept was a hybrid deep learning
model, which obtains 30 byte by 30 byte images. These flow images were built according to
the concept of [63]. As the hybrid models do not fulfill the requirements of this CNN-based
survey, the two papers [51,52] are not described in the Section 4.

The next paper of Wang et al. also introduced a CNN input vector, that is, the L4+
payload [113]. The deep learning model’s entry reached the size of 200 bytes. The work
introduced a few models for traffic classification. The solel CNN was App-CNN, which is
a 5-Layer CDM. Flows were taken from the researchers’ own dataset.

Similarly, in the approach of Wang et al., CNN’s entry is a fix-length vector, only
consisting of the flow payloads from L4+ [114]. Then, only the top hundreds of flow bytes
are stuck into the vector. Three different deep learning models, in which one of them is
solely a CNN, were investigated. The 5-Layer CDM classifies traffic. Additionally, it was
tested on the authors’ own dataset.

6.2. Two-Dimensional CNN Input

Some papers decided to process the payload of grouped raw traffic—
flows [20,74,84,115–119] (Table 6). After the extraction step, which is the common part for
all papers, the changes within these concepts arise. The biggest differences are mainly the
layer choice as well as the selection of headers for removal.

A matrix of 32 bytes × 32 bytes was proposed to examine the 6-Layer CDM of Ma
and Qin in the work [115]. The input was formed from 1024 bytes of the L4+ payload.
The flows were caught by the authors. According to the paper, the first 1024 bytes contain
crucial information.

In the next paper, Zhao and Chen used the L4+ payload while transforming network
traffic [116]. On top of that, much larger unidirectional flow images of 87 bytes per 87 bytes
were used to classify the traffic of smartphone applications. The researchers tested the
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5-Layer CDM model on their own dataset. During the preprocessing phase, all tiny flows
with less than two packets were removed. After that, five flow vectors, 1500 bytes each,
were converted into a 2D image of the mentioned size.

Wrapping the L2 payload of flows to create an image was the dimension transforma-
tion used by Zhang et al. [84]. The paper dealt with the malware detection problem with
the advantage of different CNN models: LeNet [19], AlexNet [21] and VGGNet [25]. Tests
were accomplished on the USTC-TFC2016 dataset. Each input image had 28 by 28 bytes.

Removal of the L4 header, and so choosing the L4+ payload of flow, was applied by
Zhou and Cui [74]. Additionally, the authors examined the usefulness of Alexnet [21] to
classify traffic from the ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset. The usage of the datasets means that
the authors were dealing with the encrypted payloads.

The next article, written by Feng et al., inherited the idea of [34] of wrapping only
the L4+ payload of flow and widely utilized it for traffic classification purposes [117]. The
paper used 6-Layer CDM. The tests of the model were based on flows coming from the
DARPA 1998 dataset.

A different idea of choosing the L3 payload was tested by Zhao et al. While trans-
forming flows from the Malware Capture Facility Project (malware samples) and their own
dataset (benign samples), researchers decided to focus on the first 32 packets of each flow,
and the first 512 bytes of each packet [119]. Then, chosen data werer saved as a matrix of
32 by 512 bytes. Later, after the normalization process, the final matrix was reshaped to a
128 by 128 byte size. If anything was smaller than the desired size, they were padded with
zeros. The matrices were given as an input to the proposed 7-Layer CDM network. The
paper also utilized an interesting metric regularization term, which enforced the model
to learn more discriminative features. This feature impacted the classification so that the
results were more precise.

A novel approach of the L2 payload of flow transformation was utilized by Saleh and Ji.
The authors constituted images by one of the five possible mappings of flow vector (1D)
into a 2D matrix. Prior to that, pcaps from the authors’ own dataset were aggregated into
flows [20] for the purpose of network traffic classification. Then, all invalid connections
were removed. Matrices of 17 by 17 bytes size or 25 by 25 bytes size were an entry to
the VGG-16 CNN [25], the 16-Layer CNN model. The authors proposed the following
mappings: linear, diagonal, waterfall, center spiral and edge spiral. The first method is
frankly wrapping flows. The diagonal mapping starts by placing bytes from the top left
corner and then arranges them diagonally. The waterfall method is said to imitate nature:
a water stream pulling into a cliff. Here, the first byte is also in the top left corner. The
second byte moves along the diagonal, the third one to the left side, the fourth up and
again along the diagonal and so on. The center spiral starts from the central position and
locates the next bytes around the previous ones. The last mapping is the center spiral in
the reverse order. Despite attempts of various mappings, the classic, linear one—the flow
wrapping—achieved the best results.

6.3. Various Dimensionalities

Research works described in this section deal with two various dimensionalities of
CNN input (Table 6).

Android traffic was transformed into images [118] according to the method of remov-
ing 24 bytes, i.e., the header of L4. The authors, Yunjie et al., decided to enlarge images,
as they used 1024 bytes. Thus, the images achieved 32 by 32 byte sizes. The interesting
part of the algorithm was the step where third party traffic was removed. The paper adds
to a growing corpus of malware detection research. The 7-Layer CDM was used to find
unwanted traffic within the CIC-AAGM2017 dataset. On top of that, the authors dealt with
two various dimensions of CNN input. The 2D method outperformed the 1D concept.

In the following approach, the one dimension is changed into three dimensions to
better detect unwanted traffic [31]. Consequently, the CNN input is three dimensional. The
paper of Millar et al. proposed a segmented CDM of 1D- and 2D-CNNs. Additionally, the
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1D-CNN and separable 2D-CNN models were introduced. Their quality was tested on
3D flow images generated from the UNSW-NB15 dataset. The 1D CDM was given a 2D
flow image. At the beginning of image creation, 97 bytes of flow were chosen. A total of 47
bytes were taken from the flow’s header, whereas the remaining 50 were from the payload.
Then, an additional nine flows were added, so the 2nd dimension was achieved by the
flow wrapping concept. The third dimension was built with the advantage of one-hot
encoding. While comparing the separate models of the 1D- and 2D-CNNs, one can see that
the application of the one-dimensional transformation resulted in higher effectiveness.

Table 6. Papers that belong to the group extracted payload—flows.

Article Input Dimension-Payload Layers Dataset Year

[51] 1D -L4+ C|P|C|P|FC ISCX VPN-nonVPN and
ISCX-IDS-2012 2019

[52] 1D -L4+ C|P|C|P|FC ISCX-IDS-2012 and own 2019
[113] 1D -L4+ C|P|C|P|FC Own 2020
[114] 1D -L4+ C|P|C|P|FC Own 2020
[115] 2D (32 × 32) -L4+ C|C|C|P|FC| FC Own 2017
[116] 2D (87 × 87) -L4+ C|P|C|P|FC Own 2018

[84] 2D (28 × 28) -L2 LeNet [19], AlexNet [21] and
VGGNNet [25] USTC-TFC2016 2020

[74] 2D (28 × 28) -L4+ Alexnet [21] ISCX VPN-nonVPN 2020
[117] 2D (28 × 28) -L4+ C|P|C|P|FC|FC DARPA 1998 2020

[119] 2D (128 × 128) -L3 C|P|C|P|FC|FC|FC
Own (benign traffic) and Malware
Capture Facility Project (malware

traffic)
2020

[20] 2D (17 × 17, 25 × 25 and 49 × 49) -L2 VGG [25] Own 2020
[118] 1D, 2D (32 × 32) -L4+ C|P|C|P|FC|FC CIC-AAGM2017 2020

[31] 2D (97 × 10), 3D -L4+
C|C|P|C|P|FC|FC|FC and

segmented CNN: C|C|P|C|P|FC
with C|C|P|C|P|FC|FC

UNSW-NB15 2019

7. Traffic Features

The papers collected in this chapter proposed a transformation of the features of the
network traffic to the CNN entry. The difference between this chapter’s concept and the
next one is that here, the research groups utilized only those datasets that consist of traffic
features (e.g., KDD Cup 1999). In contrast, in the next chapter, the papers not only created
interesting CNN entries, but also proposed feature extraction techniques.

7.1. One-Dimensional CNN Input

The transformation of chosen network traffic features into a vector that later becomes
the CNN deep learning model input is a core part of Refs. [36–38,120–122]. These papers
used network traffic datasets with explicitly traffic features, or extracted them from flow,
pcap based datasets. On top of that, four works combined traffic features with the traffic
payload [53,75,123,124].

A simple vector of features was given as an entry to different CDMs, which were used
to detect unwanted traffic, e.g., intrusions [36]. The solely CNNs which were used were
3-Layer CNN, 4-Layer CNN and 5-Layer CNN. The authors, Vinayakumar et al., chose the
KDD Cup 1999 dataset to test the proposed models.

The same transformation was used by Vinayakumar et al. in a work that focused on
SSH traffic identification [120]. The paper concept was ten different deep learning models.
The most interesting are two CNN models, i.e., 3-Layer and 6-Layer. The vector consisted
of flow features, for instance, protocol, duration of flow, maximum packet, etc. The article
made use of publicly available datasets: NLANR AMP, NLANR MAWI and NIMS.

The CNN model is given a vector, which consists of Can 2017 dataset features, which
were collected from in-vehicle on-board diagnostics [121]. The article of Lokman et al.
considered malware and intrusion detections with the advantage of 4-Layer CDM.
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The 6-Layer CDM, to detect unwanted traffic, was also tested with a vector of network
traffic features [37]. The traffic samples in Manimaran et al. research were taken from the
KDD Cup 1999 dataset.

Another paper, written by Liu and Zhang also proposed 1D input of traffic features to
improve malware detection [38]. Here, the 5-Layer CDM was tested on data from the KDD
Cup 1999 and NSL-KDD datasets.

The same transformation was performed by Susilo and Sari on the BoT-IoT dataset [122].
It appears that the 5-Layer CDM input was the vector of features. The paper showed the
malware detection approach.

The discussed transformation approach was extended by combining ten network
features with additional traffic payloads [53]. The researchers, Cui et al., decided to test
GoogLeNet [22] on the ISCX-IDS-2012 dataset. This work widely investigated malware as
well as intrusion detection.

A combination of network traffic features with flow payloads was classified by a few
AI models [123]. The paper of Zhao et al. used 6-Layer CDM ([63]) and other classical
methods, e.g., random forest. The CNN was given a vector with 29 attributes, where 12
were statistical features, 16 byte values, and the last one was a port number. The statistical
features were the payload size (5 features) and the packet length (7 features). The byte
values were 16 bytes of the payload. The model was tested on the researchers’ own dataset,
which consisted of flows.

The trend of combining traffic payload with its statistical features continued in the
article of Dong et al. [75]. Firstly, all unneeded packets, such as DHCP and NetBios, were
removed from the pcap files. The second step was to aggregate raw traffic packets with
respect to the sessions. After removing all retransmission flows and those related to a
particular application, each packet was trimmed to the set size. Then everything was joined
into one vector. The last step was the normalization of the vector’s data. In this paper, two
6-Layer CNNs from different articles [63,70], were utilized. Both CDMs aimed to classify
encrypted traffic. The input of CNNs was crafted from the ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset.

The idea of Yang et al. was to create the CNN input in four steps: payload ex-
traction, inter-arrival time calculation, truncating/padding process and normalization
process [124]. The 8-Layer CDM tested this kind of an payload and time feature input.
Flows were originated from the WRCCDC dataset. This article is an example of a traffic
classification approach.

7.2. Two-Dimensional CNN Input

The next method of CNN input transformation is vector of features
wrapping [39–48,76,85,125]. This idea changes the form of input data representation
from a vector to a matrix, similar to that done with flows. The combination of both traffic
features and payload was also proposed in [126].

Vector of features wrapping was first introduced in the work of Liu et al., which was
focused on malware detection and intrusion detection purposes [39]. The paper proposed
32 by 32 byte matrices to be given as an entry of LeNet [19]. CNN was tested on KDD Cup
1999, which consisted of feature vectors. To create feature wrapping images, the authors
chose 1024 bytes from feature vectors, which were later transformed into images.

A novel transformation of network traffic was proposed by Liu et al. in their work
focused on malware detection and the intrusion detection challenge [40]. For this task, the
paper used two CNNs: ResNet 50 [24] and GoogLeNet [22]. Network traffic was taken
from the NSL-KDD dataset. The paper introduced an innovative method to create input
for CNN images. Firstly, all symbolic features from the dataset, i.e., protocol type, flag and
service, were converted into binary vectors (one-hot encoded). All continuous features
were normalized to scale [0–1]. After that, the authors discretized the scaled continuous
value into ten intervals. The next step was to use one-hot encoding again. This time,
the method ordered intervals into binary vectors. The vector with 484 features was then
changed into a greyscale image. Eight bytes were changed into one pixel. Finally, the data
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became an image of 8 bytes by 8 bytes in size. If necessary, the images were padded with
zeros. It is important to draw attention to the fact that the dataset consisted of vectors of 41
network traffic features. To sum up, vectors of 41 traffic features were transformed into
2D images.

Replicating vectors of features as a 11-Layer CDM entry was proposed by Naseer and
Saleem in their work which dwelt on traffic classification malware detection, mainly intru-
sion detection [41]. The tool was tested on transformed features vectors from the KDD Cup
1999 dataset. The vector contained 41 features. Three symbolic features: ’protocol_type’,
’service’ and ’flag’ were converted to become a quantitative date. Then, whole vectors were
replicated three times, and five chosen features were concatenated. These actions created
128 features vectors. Later, the vectors were again replicated (probably eight times) to
create an image 32 bytes by 32 bytes—2D matrices. These matrices then became greyscale
images, which were the CNN tool entry.

Malware and intrusion detection, more precisely anomaly detection, were closely
investigated [42]. Kim et al. utilized the GoogleLeNet CNN model and tested its usefulness
for the topic with the advantage of three datasets: KDD Cup 1999, UNSW-NB15, and
ISCX-IDS-2017. This means that they dealt with vectors of network traffic features, flows
and raw packets. While processing the dataset, the authors normalized numerical data
with the min–max normalization algorithm. Then they transformed categorical features
into numerical ones with the advantage of one-hot encoding. Later, all data were encoded
to a greyscale vector and reorganized into a greyscale image. Finally, the created images
were of the following sizes:

• 12 by 12 bytes images for KDD Cup 1999.
• 14 by 14 bytes images for UNSW-NB15.
• 9 by 9 bytes images for ISCX-IDS-2017.

A novel transformation of the feature vector into an image was widely examined
Mohammadpour et al. [44]. The first step was taken to convert nominal attributes into
discrete attributes with the advantage of one-hot encoding. This action established the
number of attributes to 122. Then, the authors removed one of the 122 features. The
remaining features were normalized in the range of [0, 1] by max–min normalization.
Finally, the 121 feature vector was wrapped to a 2D matrix. The paper used 7-Layer CDM
to deal with the NSL-KDD dataset traffic. The authors’ aim in this paper was to develop
intrusion as well as malware detection issues.

The same transformation of a feature vector into a 2D matrix was introduced in
the paper of Wang et al., which was fully devoted to the detection of unwanted traf-
fic in the network [43]. The authors checked the usefulness of the proposed 9-Layer
CDM and LeNet [19], on vectors of network features from the KDD Cup 1999 and the
NSL-KDD datasets.

Unchanged transformation from [44] was used to test the 4-Layer CDM of Hu et al.
The introduced tool had to detect malware as well as intrusions in wireless networks. In
the CDM, there is a split convolution module (SPC), which is a special layer to minimize
the problem of an unbalanced dataset [46]. The paper made use of the NSL-KDD dataset.

The researchers Li et al. decided to utilize randomly repeating features to enhance
traffic images [47]. The paper focused on 9 by 9 bytes, 9 by 10 bytes, 10 by 10 bytes and 11
by 11 bytes matrices. The authors decided to find malware, especially intrusions in the net-
work, with 7-Layer CDM. The idea was tested with the advantage of the NSL-KDD dataset.

Network traffic transformation proposed by Mohammadpour et al. [44] was contin-
ued [85]. This time, the authors detected malware and intrusions with 4-Layer CDM on
the traffic from the ISCX-IDS-2017 dataset. The model consists of a layer known as a mean
convolutional layer (MC). This layer enhances classification so that all anomaly samples are
separated during computing. Moreover, this helps in learning the prediction error filters,
which can generate low-level abnormal features.
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The same idea of 2D transformation was utilized [125], where Zhang proposed
a 6-Layer CDM to deal with malware detection. The vector of features images was
32 × 32 bytes. They were formed from the KDD Cup 1999 dataset.

To detect malware as well as detect intrusions, Pham et al. utilized two methods
of network traffic transformations [76]. The first one, based on histogram creation, was
inherited from [77]. The second one, for the purpose of image creation, multiplied the
packet’s length by the normalized delivery time. This was done in order to differentiate
two packets of the same length, collected at different times. Thanks to multiplication,
the same length packets were stuck in different parts of the image, not disturbing the
sequence pattern. The next step was to reduce the multiplication outcome to the image
size in order to achieve data within the image’s size—the so-called modulo operation. The
researchers created 30 by 30 pixel images for the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset traffic and a 300
by 300 pixels matrix for ISCX VPN-nonVPN. The used CDM was a 9-Layer one.

A novel sliding window based approach was introduced in [126] for traffic classifi-
cation. Li et al. used 7-Layer CDM, which was later evaluated by flows from their own
dataset. The CNN input was an image created in a few steps. At first, the flow traffic was
divided into segments that corresponded to particular applications activities. Then, each
segmented traffic stream was represented by a matrix and a vector. The matrix consisted of
a number of packets received in the chosen time unit. The vector held frequency-domain
features of the traffic.

The same network data transformation, as in [40], was applied by Su et al. The authors
utilized the neuro evolution of augmenting topologies algorithm to find the optimal CNN
architecture [48]. As there was not one chosen CNN for malware detection purposes, this
paper will not be covered in the summary table at the end of this section. Tests of different
CNNs were conducted on the NSL-KDD dataset.

7.3. Three-Dimensional CNN Input

A few articles proposed CLM models that require a 3D entry [127–130] (see Table 7).
Probability distributions of the network flow sequence to images were converted [128].

To fulfill the task, reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) embeddings were used by
Chen et al. This method is said to create a neat image representation of a (conditional)
distribution. Network flows were originated from the researchers own dataset. The article
aimed to develop traffic classification methods with the advantage of a 7-Layer CDM.

There is a traffic classification in terms of QoS and a security approach in which
CNN input is an RGBA image [127]. The article used four predefined CNNs: LeNet [19],
AlexNet [21], ConvNet and GoogleNet [22]. The network traffic in the form of pcaps
was taken from the researchers’ own dataset. Raw traffic packets were firstly aggregated
into flows. Then, four features—size (s), interarrival_time (t), protocol (p) and direction
(d)—were taken. Merged together, the following vector of the packet’s feature was formed:
[s, t, p, d]. Later, vectors with the packets’ features formed a flow matrix, so that each matrix
element was a vector. Salman et al. highlighted that a feature vector of four elements can
become an RGBA pixel [127]. They followed this idea and created RGBA images. The size
of each was firmly connected to the mode of the model: offline vs. online. The online mode
worked on smaller images with 16 packets of the flow, whereas the offline was capable of
processing 28 packets of the flow.

Volumetric colored images that represent the amount of the data captured within a
chosen time was also utilized as a CNN entry [129]. The concept assumed a colored input
of 656 by 874 pixels. This input was built from the dataset of De Schepper et al. and tested
8-Layer CDM in terms of traffic classification accuracy.

The concept of building a 3D entry from a features vector was used by
Arivudainambi et al. for malware detection [130]. With the advantage of PCA compres-
sions, seven attributes were minimized to only two crucial ones. Then, the CDM model was
given an entry from the traffic captured by the authors. Details of the CNN architecture
were not revealed.
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In contrast to the previous articles, one work tested various dimensions within the
discussed transformation approach [45]. In the article of Wu et al., 11 by 11 byte images
were given as an entry of a 5-Layer CDM. The classification tool was that of [44], which
was tested on network traffic features from the NSL-KDD dataset. CNN input images
were created as in [44]. This is a malware detection approach. The paper compared the 2D
transformation and classification results with those of 1D. Having analyzed these results,
one can see that the feature wrapping concept is a better method for classification.

Table 7. The summary of all feature-based articles.

Article Input Dimension Layers Dataset

[36] 1D C|P|FC, C|C|P|FC and C|C|C|P|FC KDD Cup 1999
[120] 1D C|P|FC and C|C|C|C|P|FC NLANR AMP, NLANR MAWI and NIMS
[121] 1D EMB|C|P|FC Can 2017
[37] 1D C|P|C|P|FC|FC KDD Cup 1999
[38] 1D C|P|C|P|FC

[122] 1D EMB|C|P|FC|FC BoT-IoT
[53] 1D GoogLeNet [22] ISCX-IDS-2012

[123] 1D same as [63] Own
[75] 1D [63,70] ISCX VPN-nonVPN

[124] 1D C|C|P|C|C|P|FC|FC WRCCDC
[39] 2D (32 × 32) LeNet [19] KDD Cup 1999
[40] 2D (8 × 8) ResNet [24] and GoogLeNet [22] KDD Cup 1999
[41] 2D C|P|C|P|C|P|C|P|F| FC|FC KDD Cup 1999

[42] 2D GoogLeNet [22] KDD Cup 1999, UNSW-NB15 and
ISCX-IDS-2017

[44] 2D (11 × 11) C|P|C|P|FC|FC|FC NSL-KDD
[43] 2D (probably 11 × 11) LeNet [19] and C|C|C|C|C|P|FC|FC|FC KDD Cup 1999 and NSL-KDD
[46] 2D C|SPC|SPC|FC NSL-KDD
[47] 2D (9 × 10, 11 × 11, 9 × 9 and 10 × 10) C|P|C|P|FC|FC|FC NSL-KDD
[85] 2D (11 × 11) MC|C|C|FC ISCX-IDS-2017

[125] 2D (32 × 32) C|P|C|P|C|FC KDD Cup 1999
[76] 2D (30 × 30 and 300 × 300 [pixels]) C|P|C|P|C|P|C|FC|FC CSE-CIC-IDS 2018 and ISCX VPN-nonVPN

[126] 2D C|P|C|P|C|P|FC own
[128] 3D C|P|C|P|FC|FC|FC own

[127] 3D LeNet [19], AlexNet [21], ConvNet,
GoogleNet [22] and ResNet [24] own

[129] 3D C|P|C|P|C|P| FC|FC own
[45] 1D, 2D (11 × 11) C|P|C|P|FC NSL-KDD

8. Extracted Features

When compared to the previous section, this category of traffic transformations fo-
cused not only on classification but also on feature extraction. Here, the used datasets were
mainly flow or packet-based. Therefore, after the extraction process, the CNN models dealt
with traffic features.

8.1. One-dimensional CNN input

These following batch of papers widely elaborated feature extraction approaches to
form input vectors [54,59,62,131,132] (see Table 8).

The different CNN model works on the basis of CTU-Malware, UNSW-NB15 and
SCU-RNE datasets [62]. Shao et al. also proposed a novel method to extract features by a
4-Layer CDM. The idea learns the representation of a time series input data at each network
model layer with the advantage of a hierarchical transformation of a CNN. The researchers
compared the extraction tool with other feedforward networks. Further, the method avoids
explicit feature extraction. The research paper proposed a 5-Layer CNN classifier to detect
malware within computer network traffic.

MontazeriShatoori et al. created in a novel way CNN input vectors from pcaps and
flows originated from the CIRA-CIC-DoHBrw-2020 dataset [131]. While preparing an
input vector for CNN, all statistical features of flows were chosen from raw packets, i.e., the
number of flow bytes sent, the rate of flow bytes sent, the number of flow bytes received,
the rate of flow bytes received, packet length (e.g., mean, variance), packet time (e.g.,
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mean, variance), request/response time difference (e.g., mean, variance). It is important to
highlight that the authors decided to share their statistical feature extractor tool ’DoHMeter’
publicly. They used CNN and other hybrid deep learning models to detect malware within
DNS over HTTPS tunnels. The details of the CNN were not described.

Yet another publication written by Kolcun et al. utilized vector of features as the
CNN entry to deal with the traffic classification challenge in IoT [132]. There are a few
models proposed, but only one meets the requirements of this review, the 4-Layer CDM.
The model’s input is a vector of features that originates from the authors’ own dataset.
They are 19 chosen features, among others: source and destination ports, a number of
received bytes, mean size of packets, a variance of the packets’ sizes and duration of the
stream.

Fourteen features from the CTU-13 dataset were extracted to form a 5-Layer CNN
input [59]. These features included the traffic flow start time, protocol, the total number of
packets or average packet rate, etc. This is a concept of detecting malware in the network
traffic, especially botnets.

Differentiation of the features of flow packets due to time arrivals was proposed by
Doriguzzi-Corin et al. to create network traffic vectors [54]. Once all flows in a particular
time window were chosen, 11 special features were extracted. Longer flows were truncated.
Then, these feature vectors were normalized and, if needed, zero-padded. The last step was
devoted to labeling. The authors gave the vectors as an entry to 3-Layer CDM. The research
was based on the traffic taken from the following datasets: ISCX-IDS-2012, ISCX-IDS-2017
and CSE-CIC-IDS2018.

8.2. Two-dimensional CNN input

The following eight articles created matrices of wrapped traffic features. These features
were first extracted from the chosen datasets [77,86,107,108,133–136] (Table 8).

The first 2D concept of extracting traffic features from captured flows was proposed by
Lopez-Martin et al. [133]. The authors took advantage of the 6-Layer CDM to classify the
traffic. The deep learning model was given matrices containing six flow features, i.e., source
port, destination port, the number of bytes in payload, TCP window size, interarrival time,
and packet’s direction in each row. The six features were taken from the 20 packets. Thus,
the 2D input size was 20 by 6. Flows were originated from the authors own dataset, from
Spanish research centers.

Two papers [107,108] utilized a few concepts of traffic transformations. The flow
wrapping approaches are widely discussed in Section 4. On top of that, Aceto et al.
followed the idea of [133] and also provided matrices of extracted features to classification
models. The CDM used in this category of traffic manipulations was a 6-Layer CDM. This
is a typical traffic classification study. The traffic was taken from the author’s own capture.

Images based on the arrival time of packets are the input of the deep learning model
of Yang et al. in another traffic classification research article [134]. Scientific work uses
AlexNet CNN [21]. The tool was tested on the author’s own dataset, where flows were
captured. CNN’s input was 10 by 10 bytes matrices. These 2D images are generated from
the inter-arrival time of the first 50 packets of a session or their lengths. For packet lengths,
the 1500 byte maximum transmission unit (MTU), and for an inter-arrival time, the 1200
milliseconds, constitute states which later form matrices.

The same concept of CNN entry was further tested by Hussein et al. on a few models:
LeNet [19], AlexNet [21], ConvNet and GoogleNet [22,135]. Vectors were crafted from
traffic features, which originated from the authors’ own dataset. During processing, input
data were transformed into images with a size of 16 × 16 bytes. The goal of the paper was
to detect malware or find intrusions.

CNNs’ input was created by concatenating matrices [136]. The article tested malware
detection on a few different models. Among others, two were exclusively CNN based:
5-Layer CDM and ResNet [24]. The test was based on flows from VAST 2013 challenge col-
lections. When it comes to the deep learning models’ inputs, the authors created interesting
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correlation matrices on the numeric features of flows. While doing this, they omitted cate-
gorical data. This means that each numerical feature of the flow had a correlation matrix.
Then all matrices for all traffic features were concatenated. It is important to highlight that
each matrix was surrounded by a chosen value of top features. The image was called SC
matrices. This is an outstanding concept of Liu et al. of the discussed topic when compared
to other proposed ideas. LeNet [19] was used to enhance network traffic classification
field [77]. The tests of the model were carried out on pcaps from the ISCX VPN-nonVPN
and ISCX Tor-nonTor datasets. Raw traffic packets were processed beforehand. The first
step of the process was to aggregate packets into flows. Then flows were divided into 60-s
blocks. The next step was time normalization: the opening time was zero, and the final time
was 1500. That means that 60 s is now 1500. Later, all pairs of IP datagram sizes and arrival
times of the flow were registered in the 2D histogram. Each cell in the histogram contains
the number of received packets in a particular time and of a particular size. Histograms are
1500 by 1500 bytes size and are named Flowpic. Shapira and Shavitt provide Flowpic as an
input of CNN [77]. This is an interesting concept, dealing with the topic of transformations
from different perspective of input data.

A thought-provoking article of Zhang et al. dwells on the traffic classification scientific
problem and amends the concept of [50]. The changes included extracting features from
the raw traffic [86]. The paper assumed that each flow consistsed of five packets, which,
according to the authors’ suggestion, were the most important ones. This assumption
reduced redundant features from the top network layer and proposed more compact
flows. The authors summarized these changes with the statement that more flows can be
processed, and the introduction of zero elements was more firmly reduced. The image
was 16 by 16 bytes in size. The proposed CNN model was a segmented CDM. The top
branch of the model was responsible for image segmentation tasks that handle pixel-level
classifications. The bottom branch main task was to deal with abnormal traffic that was
imbalanced. The model was tested on ISCX-IDS-2017.

Table 8. Extracting features papers.

Article Input Dimension Layers Dataset Year

[62] 1D C|C|P|FC CTU-Malware, UNSW-NB15 and
SCU-RNE 2019

[132] 1D C|C|P|FC Own 2020

[59] 1D C|C|P|FC|FC CTU-13 2020

[54] 1D C|P|FC ISCX-IDS-2012, ISCX-IDS-2017 and
CSE-CIC-IDS2018 2020

[133] 2D (20 × 6 [features]) C|P|C|P|FC|FC Own 2017
[107,108] 2D (20 × 6 [features]) same as [133] Own 2020

[134] 2D (66 × 10, 81 × 10 and 76 × 10
[pixels]) AlexNet Own 2018

[135] 2D (16 × 16) LeNet [19], AlexNet [21], ConvNet and
GoogleNet [22] Own 2019

[136] 2D (3 × 30) C|C|C|P|FC and ResNet [24] VAST 2013 challenge 2019

[77] 2D (1500 × 1500) LeNet [19] ISCX VPN-nonVPN and ISCX
Tor-nonTor 2019

[86] 2D (16 × 16)
Segmented CNN:

|C|C|C|C|C|P|FC and
C|P|C|P|C|P|FC

ISCX-IDS-2017 2019

9. Summary and Conclusions

There have been many scientific publications on CNN-based deep learning models
(CDMs) for traffic classification and malware detection since 2015, as indicated in Figure 1.
The aim of this survey was to study different dataset transformations described in the
selected papers, using different criteria. The following aspects were considered:

• Network traffic data (raw traffic, flow, L2, L3, L4+ payload, traffic feature as shown in
Table 9.

• Network traffic data transformation to the form of the input required by CDM.
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• Different structure of CNN layers and models.
• Dimensionality of the CDM’s input data.
• Current trends in CDMs for network traffic classification.

The type of network traffic data as an input for CDM is one of the crucial elements.
Network traffic data used in the studied papers were acquired from different sources:
test-beds, real traffic, or datasets prepared for and shared to the scientific community.
Acquisition and the preprocessing of network traffic are an essential part of data analysis.
The two most popular datasets within the elaborated topic are ISCX VPN-nonVPN (19
articles) and USTC-TFC2016 (11 articles). On top of that, many scientists did not share their
datasets (25 articles).

As shown in Table 9, the numerousness of papers in each category highlights the
paths followed by researchers. The most popular categories are manipulations of flows
and traffic features. Using raw traffic so data do not need preprocessing is the least popular
category. Under that reasoning, feature vectors as well flows were widely taken from
utilized datasets.

Table 9. The summary of the most common transformation methods of the CNNs’ inputs.

Transformation Articles’ No. Articles

Raw traffic (1D) 2 [78,79]
Raw traffic (2D) 2 [35,103]
Flows (1D) 13 [49,63–67,80–82,104,105,107,108]
Flows (2D) 14 [12,34,50,55–58,60,61,65,67–69,106]
Flows (3D) 1 [83]
Extracted payload—raw traffic (1D) 4 [70–73]
Extracted payload—raw traffic (2D) 6 [72,73,109–112]
Extracted payload—raw traffic (3D) 1 [73]
Extracted payload—flows (1D) 4 [51,52,113,114]
Extracted payload—flows (2D) 9 [20,31,74,84,115–119]
Extracted payload—flows (3D) 1 [31]
Feature-based approaches (1D) 10 [36–38,53,75,120–124]
Feature-based approaches (2D) 13 [39–48,76,85,125]
Feature-based approaches (3D) 4 [127–130]
Extracting Features (1D) 5 [54,59,62,131,132]
Extracting Features (2D) 8 [77,86,107,108,133–136]

Analyzing CNN layers and models, LeNet was the most common CDM. Moreover,
some papers amended their architecture with one or more additional layers. This was
caused by the usefulness and practicality of the model in other scientific areas, such as data
science and image recognition. Then, there is only a need to adjust the input data (network
traffic), so it fits the requirements of the trained LeNet on, for instance, the MNIST dataset.
This aspect is called transfer learning.

This survey is CNN based, so the majority of papers decided to form a 2D input to the
deep learning model. Vectors as CNN entries were not so frequently used. Methods that
proposed a 3D input to the 3D-CNN, dyed red, were in the minority (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. The popularity of discussed transformation methods, with the CNN architecture.
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Regarding the comparison of dimensions, as the input data for CDM, we observed the
following trends. Among various dimensions, 2D was the most common approach. The
majority of articles added the second dimension with the advantage of wrapping. In the
group of 2D methods, the entry size of 28 by 28 bytes was the leading trend. This concept
may have been taken from the CNN structure used for the MNIST dataset.

As presented in Table 10, a noticeable batch of research papers utilized two or more
dimensions of the CNN entries. We found out that seven papers gave proof of high results
obtained by lower dimensions. This conclusion was not only unexpected, but also relevant
for further studies (see Table 10). On top of that, manipulations on flows were the most
common ones within the papers that compared various dimensions of CNN entry.

Table 10. The comparison of papers using more than one transformation model for CNN
entry purposes.

Article 1D 2D 3D Transformation

[79] X(best) X — Raw traffic
[63] X(best) X — Flows
[83] X X X(best) Flows

[107] X X(best) — Flows (1D, 2D) & Extracting Features (2D)
[108] X X(best) — Flows (1D, 2D) & Extracting Features (2D)
[67] X X(best) — Flows
[65] X(best) X — Flows
[12] X(best) X — Flows
[69] X X(best) — Flows
[72] X(best) X — Extracted payload—raw traffic
[73] X X(best) X Extracted payload—raw traffic

[118] X X(best) — Extracted payload—flows
[31] - X(best) X Extracted payload—flows
[45] X X(best) - Feature-based approaches

In some of the studied papers, researchers also used other CDMs to analyze network
traffic. For example, the following methods were applied to the study of network traffic
analysis: classical methods (tree-based, K-nearest neighbor, naive Bayes, logistic regression,
support vector machine and semi-supervised) and neuronal methods (recurrent, multilayer
perceptron, autoencoder and hybrid models).

Considering the constant increase in the number of papers on CNN-based models
for computer network traffic analysis, one may conclude that this approach is becom-
ing one of the classic approaches to traffic classification. One may also predict that the
growth in the number of applications will continuously improve both the efficiency and
detection/classification speed.
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